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ABSTRACT

Various definitions of network sensitivity are presented and 

analysed® In addition, methods of evaluating sensitivities are 

presented along with techniques for realising networks with minimum 

sensitivity® Multiple order poles and zeros are shown to possess 

infinite sensitivity regardless of the method of realization® It is 

concluded that the infinite sensitivity figure, along with the 

existing definitions of sensitivity do not contain sufficient informa

tion to properly evaluate most networks®
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

In the design and construction of electrical networks it is 

usually important to consider what effect changes in the various 

network element values will have on the network parameters» This 

concern is important for two reasons« First, mathematical models of 

a network usually assume that the network elements are precisely certain 

values® In physical reality the element values only approximate the 

design values to within a given tolerance® Second, element values do 

not remain constant with time and environmental changes® For these two 

reasons it is important to know how deviations in element values cause 

the various network parameters to vary® To assess a network in this 

respect requires a figure of merit, or in current terminology, a 

sensitivity figure®

While this sensitivity figure is important in networks using 

only passive elements, it is generally true that a network utilizing 

active elements as well as passive ones is more affected by changes in 

component values® It should be noted that by active elements we are 

not restricting ourselves to transistors or vacuum-tubes® Other devices 

which incorporate these active elements will be discussed later in this 

paper®

One classification of active networks is the active RC network® 

In this type of network we restrict ourselves to the use of resistors.



capacitors and active devices, excluding inductors. Yet, even though 

we have eliminated inductors from our networks we may still realize 

networks with RLC characteristics. Beyond this, we may realize 

non-positive-real functions, something that cannot be done in passive 

synthesis.

It is in active RC synthesis that sensitivity becomes an 

extremely important factor due to specific techniques inherent in the 

synthesis procedures. The resultant high sensitivity often places 

stringent requirements on factors such as element values, supply 

voltages and temperature coefficients of the elements which affect the 

network characteristics.

In this work, network sensitivity is investigated and the 

resultant conclusions are applied to active RC network realizations.



Chapter 2 

DEFINITIONS OF SENSITIVITY

Before we can start our investigation of network sensitivity, 

we must first acquaint ourselves with the various definitions that exist.

Sensitivity was first defined by Bode* in terms of a network transfer

function T as

  L _d(In T)
d(ln xt) (1)

where T is a function of (the network elements which are varying) and

s*. The reciprocal of Bode1s definition, which has become known as
2classical sensitivity, was popularized by Truxal and Horowitz . This 

form of sensitivity is symbolized as S^ and is equal to the reciprocal 

of (1).

While classical sensitivity describes the phenomenon in which we 

are interested, it is difficult to treat in analytical or graphical 

fashion, except in particular cases. For this reason Kuo^ proposed a 

sensitivity definition relating the poles and zeros of the network 

function to the component variation. His definition, known as 

pole-zero sensitivity**is given as

S6i „ dsi 
x “d£ (2)

*The letter s denotes the complex frequency variable and is 
equal to <T + jtu.

**Some authors also refer to this as root sensitivity.
3



where S£ is the location of the pole or zero in the complex frequency 

plane and x is as previously stated.

A modified form of Kuo's definition of pole-zero sensitivity

is considered as a function of the logarithmic change of x, i.e0.

A difficulty with all the definitions involving logarithmic 

expressions can be seen if we rewrite, for example, (4) as

It is possible that si and x have complex values. In fact, s^ usually 

will be complex. The resultant ratio of the relative change in s^ to 

the relative change in x will have little meaning unless the magnitudes 

of si and x are used in place of the complex quantities. Kuo raises 

the objection that (3) and (4) present a problem since sensitivity now 

becomes a function of the pole position and/or the element value. This 

objection does not appear to be entirely valid, for in many cases the 

percentage change is a more realistic viewpoint. For example, we would 

most likely be more concerned if a resistor of 1000 ohms changes by 

500 ohms than if a resistor of 10* ohms changes by the same quantity.

has been used by Sipress^ in which the change of pole or zero position

dsi
d(In x) (3)

One further definition of pole-zero sensitivity has been
Oproposed by Truxal and Horowitz and is

d(ln si) 
Sx df In x'td(In x) (4)

d(In si> dsi/si
d(In x) dx/x (5)
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On the other hand, we would be Interested In small changes In pole 

position in the positive real direction of a pole lying close to the 

jw axis, even though the percentage change might be rather small. Kuo 

admits that his definition, (2), is biased toward roots located near 

the jw axis. Since most work in sensitivity has centered around 

sinusoidal measurements in hlgh-"Q" cases, this bias seems to be a 

valid one.

Although it appears that we already have an abundance of 

sensitivity definitions, one further definition should be mentioned.

If we are given a polynomial P(s) of the form

n
P(s) » Z aj s ̂

i-1 (6)

we can define a coefficient sensitivity as

ST . djlnTJL 
ai d(In a^) (?)

This definition of sensitivity is often used to simplify analysis. For 

example, Horowitz^, in his classic paper on optimization of sensitivity, 

uses this definition and then relates it, in an intuitive manner, to 

pole sensitivity. A short time later, Calahan^ proved in a rigorous 

way that Horowitz's intuition was correct.

It should be noted at this point that all the above definitions 

of sensitivity will, in general, be complex numbers. In the classical 

and coefficient sensitivities, the complex number expresses the 

sensitivity of the magnitude and phase of the functions T(s) and 

P(s), respectively. In the pole-zero definitions, it expresses the



motion of the pole or zero in both the real and imaginary directionse 

Now that we have stated the various sensitivity definitions 

we are prepared to investigate the properties that these sensitivity 

figures possess* This shall be done in the following chapter*



Chapter 3 

SENSITIVITY RELATIONSHIPS

When evaluating sensitivity figures for a network, it would be

desirable to have some check on the results. In this section, some

properties that can be applied as a check will be given. Also, it is

intuitive that there is some relationship between classical and pole-zero

sensitivity. Relations between the two types of sensitivities will be
14presented in the following discussion. Goldstein and Kuo and 

others^' ^  have developed many relations in addition to the ones

that follow. The more useful results have been included in this paper.

As a first result, let us consider the driving point or 

transfer function of a network as T(s) and expressed as

+ ajs + a0

+ bl + b0
(8)

The coefficient sens itivity functions and ^  can h® shown to satisfy
the following relationship:

(9)

Proof of (9) is given in Appendix A.

Another useful relationship is one given by Kuo^ for pole-zero 

sensitivity. Let us define the numerator or denominator polynomial of



T(s) to be of the form

P(s) - K(sn + cn-l6 n l  + ••• + cls + c0) (10)

where cn ■ fn(x), i.e., the various coefficients are functions of the 

network element that is varying. Then for Kuo's pole-zero sensitivity:

A   <U)

This may be easily proven. Let

P(S) - (S”S (s-s2) ... (s-sn) (12)

where the s^ are the roots of P(s). If we now equate corresponding 

coefficients in (10) and (12), we obtain:

cn-l " -(*1 + s2 + ••• + sn^ (13)

Equation (11) is now obtained by differentiating (13) with respect to x.

In addition to the relation developed in the preceding 

paragraph Kuo has shown, by applying (11), that if the coefficients of

P(s)are a linear function of x, i.e., c^ » a^ + xb^ then

2 S8i = anWi-l " an-lNi 
1-1 * <an + xbn)2 (14)

It should be noted that in some networks the coefficients of P(s) may 
not be a linear function of x. Mikulski^ has stated that this linear 
dependence is not present in the case of a prune network where the 
transformer's coefficient of coupling is the network element that is
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varying.

Another rather surprising result that Kuo obtains in his 

dissertation concerns multiple order poles or zeros. He proves that 

at such a pole or zero the sensitivity must be infinite. This result 

and its ramifications will be discussed later in this paper in 

Chapter 7.

At the beginning of this chapter, it was said that one 

intuitively feels that there should be a relation between classical 

and pole-zero sensitivity. Using the sensitivity definition of (3), 

Sipress^ shows that

SPJ - Residue | , „ pj (15)

and

-Szi ■ Residue Ix x | s - Zi (1 6 )

where pj is a pole of T(s) and z^ is a zero of T(s). Proof of the above

equations is given in Appendix B. By means of Darlington’s potential
13analog method, Mikulski also proves the correlation between classical 

and pole-zero sensitivity.

In the above paragraphs, we have seen some of the relationships 

available to us when working with sensitivity. They supply information 

that may be useful in particular cases. For example, (11) shows us 

that once we know n-1 sensitivities, we know the n-th sensitivity.

Now, we turn our attention to sensitivity concepts that are 

seen most often in works on control systems. The most well known of 

these control system sensitivity concepts is one developed by Truxal.
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Truxal^ has related classical sensitivity to two functions known as

"return difference" and "null return difference." Briefly, return 

difference is defined for sinusoidal steady state conditions as the 

difference between the transmitted and returned signal in a network 

when a branch of the network is broken and a unit signal is introduced 

on one side of the break while the returned signal is observed on the 

other side of the break. In this measurement the normal input of the

network is set to zero. For null return difference the normal network

input is adjusted to produce zero output at the normal network output

while the signals across the break are being measured. Symbolizing

return difference as and referring to the general signal flow 

diagram Fig. 1:

Fig. 1 General Signal Flow Diagram

ST A d(In T) „ k dT
k d(In k) T dk

tiaktbo 
l"kt^a

Return difference ■ F% * l~ktya



The various t i n  Fig. 1 are the transfer functions between 

j and k on a complex frequency basis; the voltages are also functions 

of the complex frequency variable, s.

cT m ^tiatbo m  1 ^tiatbo
k T(l-ktba)2 Fk T-kTtba

but kc, C.T-t. - la bo
Vktba

kt C
also, null return difference * F/ * l - C k t ^  a)k tfo
by suitable manipulation it can be shown that

S$ - —  - —
Fk Fk

The preceding brief discussion was presented merely to indicate another 

approach to the problem of sensitivity. This information will not be 

used in thesis.

In this section, some properties of the various sensitivity 

figures have been developed. In the following section we will 

investigate a graphical means of evaluating sensitivity figures by 

means of root-locus techniques.



Chapter 4 

ROOT LOCUS AND SENSITIVITY

In Chapter 1 the movement of the poles or zeros of a network 

function were used as definitions of network sensitivity. The motion 

of these poles and zeros (roots of the denominator and numerator 

polynomials, respectively) in response to some changing network 

element has been analyzed by means of root locus techniques. It 

appears as though we should be able to relate the root loci in some 

manner to pole and zero sensitivity and in this Chapter that is what 

we shall do. First, let us review the original root locus technique.

A graphical method of determining the roots of a polynomial as the 

coefficients vary linearly with some parameter was introduced by 

Evans^. If we write P(s) where the coefficients are expressed as 

linear functions of x:

P(s) ■ (an+ bnx)sn+ (8 ^. 1+ b ^ x ^ n - L * . . .+(a1+b 1x)6+(a0+b0x)

(17)
Setting P(s) equal to zero and defining

n(8) - bnsn + V ^ " " 1 +...+ b1s + b0  (

m(s) - ansn + a,,.,.”-! a^s + a 0  (18b)

we can obtain the standard form of the root locus equation

1 + x i!l5l ■ 0 (19)m(s)

12
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Note that the zero's of (19) occur where m(s)* -xn(s). I.e., at the 

roots of (17). The poles of (19) occur at the roots of m(s). As x 

varies from zero to Infinity, the locus of the roots of (17) vary from 

the roots of m(s) to the roots of n(s). Since the root locus shows 

graphically how the roots of a polynomial move in response to a 

changing linear parameter it can be related to pole-zero sensitivity.

Kuo^fZ^ by slight modifications of Evans' root locus technique, 

has made graphical computation of pole-zero sensitivity possible. The 

following discussion is based on Kuo's work.

In (17), it is assumed that x varies from zero to infinity. 

Suppose that we now restrict x to the range x% ̂  x ̂  <x> , where x% is 

an arbitrary fixed value. Now, define a new variable, x* as

x - %i+ x' (20)

The polynomial, P(s), is now written as

P(s) - [an+bn(*'+Xl)] s"+ [an_i+b^_^(x'+x^)] s n~l+ 0. .

...+ |a1+b1(x'*x1)] s + |ao+bo(x'-Hx1)j (2 1 )

Equation (21) can be separated into a constant term, depending on x^, 

and a term containing x*. If we define the two polynomials as follows:

q(s) - (an-hbnx 1)s11 + (an„i+bn_1x )sn"1+...

...+ (a1+b1x1) s + (aorhb0x1)

n(s) ■ bnsn+bn_isn-l +...+ b^s + bg
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Setting (21) equal to zero and dividing by q(s), we obtain a root 

locus form that Kuo calls the generalized form:

The root locus function, H(s), is defined as

"'•> • I S  <=.>

The new root locus traces out only part of the Evans locus, depending 

on what value assumes. If assumes all values from 0 to oo, the

poles of H(s) will assume all the values along the Evans loci. Letting

x=X].; where x^ is any finite positive constant, if we now assume that 

x* changes an incremental amount Ax*, (23) becomes

In the neighborhood of a simple pole Pq, of H(s), H(s) can be 

approximated by the leading term of the Laurent expansion taken about 

that pole

k k
H(s) %  --- —  -s-p0 As (26)

where k ^  is the residue at pole p0 of H(s). Substituting (26) into 

(25) and solving for the ratio As/Ax':

As 
Ax1 (27)
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Using a limiting process we find that the sensitivity of a pole is 

equal to the residue of H(s) at the pole. Thus,

sp0x'
lim As 

Ax' -*0 ẑx ' TO •“Po

With this result, we can use a graphical method to evaluate the 

sensitivity of a root: Let H(s) be expressed as follows, assuming

three zeros and three poles for the purposes of illustration

K(S+Zi)(8+Z2)(6+Z3)H(s) (s+Pi)(s+P2)(s+P3)

The residue at the pole, -p^ is written as follows

m K (-p ̂ z  1 ) ( -p 1+Z2 ) ( *P )
P1 ("Pl+?2 >("P1+P3 >

H(s) is represented graphically below in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 vectors 

are drawn from the zeros and poles to the pole at -p^.

jw

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

In terms of the vectors in Fig. 3, the residue in (30) can be 

expressed by the following vector equation:

-Pi
KABC
DE

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)



By the above procedure, the sensitivity of any simple root on the 

root locus may be evaluated. It can be seen from this analysis that 

a pole located near the zeros of H(s) will have small sensitivities.

the neighborhood of the pole by the leading term of the Laurent 

series expanded about that pole as

As As approaches zero, the sensitivity of this multiple pole goes to 

infinity. More will be said about this result in Chapter 7.

In this and the preceding chapters, we have discussed some of

the basic concepts of sensitivity. We are now ready to apply these 

ideas to practical problems. We will be primarily interested in 

sensitivity as applied to active synthesis, and will therefore begin 

our discussion with ideas that are found in the area of active 

synthesis.

If H(s) has a pole of order n, H(s) can be approximated in

(6-p0)n (As)n (32)

From (32) we find

n-1
o

(33)



Chapter 5 

ACTIVE NETWORK SYNTHESIS

Network synthesis may be divided into two general classes: 

synthesis which uses only resistance, capacitance, and inductance, 

i.e., passive synthesis, and synthesis which uses resistance, 

capacitance, inductance and active devices, i.e., active synthesis.

Using active devices, networks which are not physically realizable 

with passive synthesis techniques now become possible. One common 

use of active synthesis is the construction of networks without the 

use of inductors, but which have RLC properties. Dispensing with 

inductors can be appealing if the network is to operate in the low 

frequency range. Large values of inductance require a great deal of 

physical space, have low "Q", and have non-linearity problems. Also, 

in the recent developments in micro-electronic circuitry inductors 

pose a serious problem in fabrication. Many times the inductors are 

added externally because of these problems. With active synthesis 

techniques the use of resistors, capacitors, and active devices enable 

us to synthesize any network that would, in the passive case, require 

us to use inductors. However, the problem of sensitivity becomes very 

important. Unless we can obtain sensitivities in the active realizations 

which approach those of the passive ones we cannot say we have achieved 

practical realizations.

A basic active device is the negative-immittance converter or

NIC. Another common active device is the gyrator, which will not be
17
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discussed in this thesis. L a r k y h a s  described the NIC and 

Tellegen*** the gyrator. HueIsman1 s t e x t c o v e r s  both of these 

devices and their applications in considerably more detail than is 

given in this thesis. The interested reader is referred to these 

sources for additional information.

---1

Fig. 4 Two Port Definitions

We shall now discuss the negative-immittance converter. 

Actually, there are two types of NIC's. The first, we shall refer to 

as the Current NIC or INIC. The Transmission Parameter Matrix may be 

written as follows:

vl 1/k 0 V2"

II

*'1O
I -12 (34)

where the voltages and currents are as defined in Fig. 4. For a load 

impedance, ZL, connected across the output terminals the input impedance 

is equal to -Z^/k . This relationship is also true on an admittance 

basis, hence, the term "immittance" used in the name of the device.

If we allow k to equal unity, which is usually the case, we see that 

the input voltage is equal to the output voltage but that the INIC
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forces the current flowing into the input terminal to equal the 

current flowing into the output terminal. Normally we would expect 

current to flow out of the output terminal if current flowed into 

the input terminal. It appears as though a current source dependent 

on one of the terminal currents is within our "black box." In fact, 

this is the case. An equivalent circuit for an INIC is given below:

t
©

<l+k)I2

-O
t
V,

Fig. 5 Equivalent Circuit for an INIC

The second type of NIC, known as a voltage negative 

immittance converter (VNIC) has a Transmission Parameter Matrix

-1/k 0“ v;

0  k
'h (35)

If we let k - 1, the VNIC input immittance is still the negative of 

the output immittance. However, in this case the current flowing 

into the input terminal equals the current flowing out of the output 

terminal while the output voltage is the negative of the input voltage.

Both the VNIC and the INIC are more than just "paper designs." 

Several p e o p l e ^ * h a v e  built working models of NIC's. The 

Gyrator, mentioned earlier, has not been realized as a practical
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circuit yet, although it is probably just a matter of time before a 

successful model is constructed.

In making use of the NIC's discussed above, we shall discuss 

two techniques that are used in active RC synthesis. The first 

method has been presented Linvill® and Kinariwala^ and shall be 

referred to as Linvill's Method. Referring to the diagram below:

Fig. 6 Linvill's Method

The networks on each end represent passive RC circuits while the 

center network represents a VNIC, with k ■ 1. The impedance transfer 

function for the overall network can be expressed in terms of the 

parameters of the passive RC networks as:

•2! - ^ Z2 1 aZ2 1 b
1 2 " ° Z22a “ 2 11b (36)

Linvill's method can best be illustrated by means of an example. For 

our example we shall synthesize a high-"Q" bandpass function with its 

center frequency at 1 radian per second and investigate the resultant 

sensitivities.



where
5” Q for Q % 10

First, we divide numerator and denominator of (37) by a polynomial of 

second degree. Later on in this chapter, mention will be made of 

how one chooses this polynomial. This choice will govern the 

sensitivity of the resultant network. Let us choose the polynomial 

s(s+l). After division, we can associate the resultant terms with 

the terms of (36). This leads to the result that

z2 2 a "
s+1

ziib ■ Zzl
s

and

z2 1 a "

The network then becomes

ohms and farads

VNIC
k»l R2“(2--S‘) = r c2"1/(2-i‘ )

4

SFig. 7 Realization of Zgi ■ s^+^s+l
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Before we construct the network shown in Fig. 7, it is important to 

evaluate the sensitivities of the network to changes in R^>R2 ,C^,C2 

and k. From the pole-zero diagram in Fig. 8 , we see that movement of 

the poles p^ and p^ of greater than ^ * / 2 in the positive real direction 

will result in the poles crossing into the right half of the complex 

frequency plane, causing the network to become unstable.

Pi 
— >

A jw 
jl

<r<-
? 2 > z2

>1 X " -j1

Fig. 8 The Pole-Zero Diagram of the Network of Fig. 7

S/2

-6 >-

One technique for evaluating the sensitivities of the 

network of Fig. 7 is to write the pole and zero locations in terms of 

the network variables, i.e., in terms of R^,R2 ,C^,C2 and k. If we 

then differentiate the pole and zero expressions with respect to each 

of the variables, we obtain the pole and zero sensitivities. For 

example, to find the pole sensitivity of p% due to R^ we express

<z2 2 a“zllb> of <36> a*
.2,

z22a‘zllb s(s+l) (38)
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Equating (38) to zero, solving for the roots and differentiating with 

respect to R^, we obtain:

Re S» 1 - -1/2 R 1 2R|

_Pl 1Im SR 1^- - -1/2
R 1 2

In other words, the sensitivity due to R^ is 5^1%, -1/2 - j 1/2.

This means if R^ decreases by an amount ^ , the pole p^ will move 

upward and to the right to the location 0 + j(l + ^ / 2 ). Any 

further decrease in R^ will result in instability. If we were to 

synthesize a system with a MQM of 50, this would mean that an R^ of 

less than 0.98 ohms would produce instability. For purposes of 

comparison, the various sensitivities are tabulated below:

Real Part Imaginary Part

SP1
R 1 2 R2 2 V ^  5 5  ' V 2

2 C| ‘ 2^  *

2 R^ ' * *  ~  "1,‘

s=;
 ̂ _ 1„ 2 

2 (2 -$ )C^ 2V(2-1)C]

”1' + 1 0

Table 1 An Evaluation of S^l * — A  in Fig. 7x dx
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The sensitivities of the other poles and zeros can be computed in a 

similar manner. Since the poles near the jw axis are of primary

this type of realization, the sensitivities in Table 1 represent the

best that we can achieve. This will be shown later when we discuss

optimization. How does this compare with the passive realization?

Passive synthesis of (37) is a parallel RLC circuit with the values

R * 1/5 C * If L * Ih. The largest real part sensitivity in this

circuit is due to the capacitor and is equal to ^  . This

difference in magnitude of the sensitivities makes the active

synthesis case much more intolerant of changes in element values.
oThis does not mean that it is not practical. Kinariwala has

successfully constructed a tenth order equal ripple bandpass filter

using active techniques.

In an effort to find an active RC realization of (37) with

smaller sensitivities than the Linvill method, we shall synthesize
19the function by means of a technique introduced by Yanagisawa . 

Although this technique usually requires more elements than the 

Linvill method, it has the advantage to being able to realize complex 

zeros without the use of twin-T circuits, something that cannot be 

done with the Linvill method. Referring to Fig. 9, the voltage 

transfer function may be expressed as:

interest here, their sensitivities were the only ones computed. For

Y -Y' a a
(39)
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p
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11— -o

INIC
k- 1

H L

Fig. 9 The Yanagisawa Realization

To realize (37), we first divide numerator and denominator by 

a polynomial of first degree. In the next section the technique 

for choosing this polynomial will be described. The polynomial 

we choose in this case is (s+1). We now can associate the resulting 

terms with the terms of (39). These terms are:

s+1
s

Yb s+1 Y' O + g  )s 
b s+1

The resultant network is shown in Fig. 10

■[[■" - A A / W

2*1/(3-5 ) 
C2-(3-5 ) INIC

k- 1

o

o

Fig. 10 Realization of * — — -5---
V 1 s2+ 5  s+1
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Again, we are interested in the sensitivities of the realization.

The pole-zero configuration is the same as for the Linvill realization, 

i.e.. Fig. 8 .

Although we could proceed to compute the sensitivities in the 

same manner as in the Linvill method, such computation would be more 

complicated in the Yanagisawa case. The reason for this can be seen 

if we write (37) for the network in Fig. 10 as follows:

(1/R1)s 
s+l/RjC^

0/Q (l/R^s 1 (1/R7)s
,+ l/RlCl + C3S + R3 * ^ 1 7 %  (4(|)

The term Q in (40) represents the factor (s+1) by which both numerator 

and denominator are divided. If we rationalize (40), we can see that 

the denominator has a cubic term. This means that we must solve a 

cubic equation in general terms if we want to obtain the sensitivities 

in the same manner as we did previously. Fortunately, this unpleasant 

task is not necessary. We may use a method suggested by Huelsman 

in which we may approximate the change in pole and zero positions by 

means of a method of linear pertubations. In Appendix C, the 

computations for this example are given. Here, we will merely 

tabulate the real part of the sensitivities, since they are of 

primary interest.

Comparing Table 1 with Table 2, we find that, in general, the 

sensitivities remain about the same. We can conclude that the



Re Sr1 *3 --j - +1/4R1 4R^
Re SP1 - — —— ■ -1/4 

L 1 4C2

Re SP1 ^  -9/4 
r2 4R| Re +i/4

Re sj*l 3^2 * 1/2 3 2R2
Re S q 1 * -1/2 

3 2C2

Re S f l ^ + l  k

Table 2 Re S^l ■ Re -— - the Network of Fig, 10 x dx

sensitivities of the Linvill and Yanagisawa realizations are the 

same order of magnitude for the realization of (37),

In both the Linvill and Yanagisawa realizations, mention 

was made of a technique of choosing optimum factors to divide the 

numerator and denominator of the function to be synthesized. We 

will discuss in the next paragraph what this technique is, and how 

it is applied.

In a now classic paper entitled "Optimization of Negative* 

Impedance Conversion Methods of Active RC Synthesis," Horowitz*-̂  

develops a technique for decomposing a polynomial so as to minimize 

its sensitivity. In both the Linvill and Yanagisawa techniques, 

what we are doing by dividing the denominator and numerator by a 

polynomial is forming the difference between two impedances or
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admittances in both numerator and denominator. These immittances are 

RC functions, so that they may be realized by passive RC networks in 

conjunction with an NIC. Horowitz shows by means of root locus 

techniques that the choice of polynomial decomposition determines 

the sensitivity of the resultant network to changes in NIC gain, 

and, to a large extent, in passive element changes. The Horowitz 

decomposition proceeds as follows:

Let N(s) be a polynomial of even degree with no negative 

real zeros. (Horowitz also covers other forms of N(s), but his basic 

development uses this particular form of N(s).)

N(S) ■ Sn+Cn .l8n“1 + ... + CjS+Cq (41)

Let N(s) be decomposed as:

N(s) - A(s) -kB0 B(s) (4 2 )

where n/ 2 .
A(s) - x (s-a ) 

i- 1

and n/ 2
B B(s) - B s x (s-bj)
° i-2 (43)

letting k - 1

On an impedance basis, the resultant positive and negative subnetworks
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be come:

z (s)

z“(s)

n/2

n/ 2  
6 X (s-b£) 

i- 2

n/ 2
B0  x (s-b1) 

i-2_______
n/ 2

On an admittance basis the subnetworks become:

n/ 2  
x (s-ai)
1-1_______
n/ 2

* (s-bi) 
i- 2

y+ (s)

y (s) «

n/ 2
B s x (s-b.) 
° i- 2

n/ 2  
x (s-ai) 
i- 1

(44)

(45)

Horowitz suggests that the a£,b£ and B0  be found by equating the 

coefficients in (41) and (42). This would entail solving n 

nonlinear simultaneous equations. For n greater than 2, the labor 

becomes prohibitive. Calahan** has found a means of evaluating the 

constants without the necessity of solving these equations. This 

enables Horowitz's decomposition to become a practical working tool. 

Before leaving the subject of the Horowitz decomposition, two things
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should be mentioned. First, Horowitz proves that the decomposition 

is unique, i0e., it represents the only optimization of the network 

with respect to the NIC gain k. Second, it is also shown that in 

most cases the decomposition also optimizes the sensitivity to 

passive components.

An interesting result can be obtained now that we have an
2 2optimum decomposition. Huelsman has stated that the minimum pole 

sensitivity for a simple pole located at Pj ■ + jwj can be

expressed as

(46)

The derivation of (46) is given in Appendix D. We see that for a 

high-,,Q" pole, i.e., <7j«  Wj, (46) reduces to

skj I„i„ ~  Ur J ( < n «  Wj) (47

Since (47) expresses the best sensitivity we can ever hope 

to obtain with the Linvill or Yanagisawa techniques, it suggests 

that we should perhaps try to modify these techniques to reduce the 

sensitivity figure. In the next chapter we will investigate 

modifications of both the Linvill and Yanagisawa methods to reduce 

the sensitivity figures.

In this Chapter, we have seen some of the basic techniques 

used in active RC synthesis and the sensitivity figures resulting 

from the realization of a simple network. We also discovered that
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both the Linvill and Yanagisawa techniques yield approximately the 

same sensitivity figures for the network characteristic realised.

In addition, we outlined a basic technique to be used to insure 

minimum sensitivity with respect to NIC gain. Finally, we obtained 

an expression for the minimum sensitivity obtainable for a first 

order, high-"Q" pole.



Chapter 6

APPLICATIONS OF SENSITIVITY MINIMIZATION

In order to reduce the sensitivity of an active realization, 

Huelsman^ has suggested a modified form of Yanagisawa realization.

This modified realization uses a pair of NIC's in the Yanagisawa 

configuration to achieve greatly reduced sensitivity to changes in 

NIC gain.

The development of this circuit proceeds as follows:

Normally, the polynomial decomposition in active synthesis is

For simplicity, we will let B0  ■ 1 and delete the functional notation. 

We now realize a network decomposition of the form:

If we now have a differential change in the NIC gains, the 

coefficient sensitivities will now all equal zero to a first order 

approximation, for dk% ■ dkg. It is not too restrictive to assume 

we could construct nearly identical NIC's to approximate this 

condition over a small range.

The circuit that can be used to realize the above conditions 

is shown in Fig. 11.

accomplished as in (42):

N(s) - A(s) -kB0 B(s) (48)

(49)
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INIC
k- 1

INIC
k- 1

Fig. 11 Modified Yanagisawa Realization

The voltage transfer function for the network in Fig. 11 can be 
expressed as:

Ya - ya"Ya
Ya + - [(ya+yb)-(Ya+Yb)] (50)

The realization of (37) now has the configuration shown in Fig. 12.

1 1

0— '
INIC
k- 1 INIC

k- 1

V? RFig. 12 Realization of —— - —%--------
V 1 s< + gs+1
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In attempting to compute the various sensitivities, it was 

discovered that HueIsman6s method^® of linear pertubations could not 

be used, since it only applies to single order roots. Since the 

denominator of (50) results in a quartic equation for the synthesis 

of (37), the sensitivity figures would be extremely difficult to 

compute by any other means, except in particular numerical eases 

where computer techniques could be used. Why couldn't we use 

HueIsman1s approach? If we examine the pole-zero diagram of this 

realization, we discover a change from the diagram of Fig, 8,

Where, in Fig, 8, we had a single pole cancelling a single zero on 

the negative real axis, we now have a double order pole cancelling 

a double order zero. We know, however, that the sensitivity at the 

double order pole and double order zero is infinite. For this 

reason, we cannot use HueIsman6s approximate solution. Double order 

poles and zeros for the modified Yanagisawa realization are not just 

the result of our choice of function to synthesize. It is shown in 

Appendix E that this type of synthesis will always produce the 

double order poles and zeros. Does this result mean that the two 

NIC Yanagisawa technique is not feasible? Not necessarily. More 

work will have to be done on what happens to the pole sensitivity i 

figures as the two poles (or two zeros) separate. It is conceivable 

that one might be able to realize a situation where the poles and 

zeros would separate only a small amount before the sensitivity 

figure decreased to a low value.
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The sensitivity cancellation of HueIsman was extended by the 

author to a modified form of the Linvill realization technique. 

However, the same problem of double order poles and zeros occurs with 

this technique. The transfer impedance of Fig. 13 is given in (51) 

and the network for the realization of (37) is given in Fig. 14.

Z = Z21a Z21b 
2 1  z2 2 a " (zllc ” zllb> (51)

— I
VNIC
k- 1

Fig. 13 Modified Linvill Realization

VNIC
k- 1

2(2-5 )

G3-
l/2 (2 -5 )

VNIC
k- 1 (2-3 (2-j-)

> ■ "O

8
Fig. 14 Realization of Zg^ - 8 2+ e 6+^
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In this chapterj, we have presented two techniques for 

sensitivity reduction beyond that possible with standard techniques. 

The first technique of sensitivity cancellation is a modified form 

of the Yanagisawa realization developed by HueIsman while the second 

technique of a modified Linvill realization is one developed by the 

author. It was also mentioned in this chapter that both of these 

modifications produce double order poles and zeros on the negative 

real axis. Further work will have to be done before it is known 

how seriously these double order roots affect the practicality of 

the networks.



Chapter 7 

SENSITIVITY LIMITATIONS

In the preceding chapters, the uses and definitions of

sensitivity, with particular emphasis on active RC synthesis, have 

been shown. In this chapter, some new conclusions will be reached.

We will first compare the sensitivity of cascade synthesis with the 

sensitivity of single, stage synthesis for functions of greater than 

second order. We shall then discuss the idea of infinite sensitivity 

and lastly, the shortcomings of the sensitivity definitions themselves.

Mention has been made in the literature^ that it is not 

practical to synthesize functions of greater than second order with 

conventional active RC techniques. The usual procedure is to 

synthesize second order functions and cascade them by means of 

isolating amplifiers to obtain higher ordered functions^*®. However, 

Papoulis^l has shown that an n-th order pole degenerates into n first 

order poles spaced equidistantly around the circumference of a circle, 

for a small change in a network element value. This idea led to 

speculation about the feasibility of realizing n first order poles 

close together rather than a single n-th order pole. Since a major 

source of the sensitivity problem is due to the variation of the 

NIC gain, k, Papoulis's work has been extended by the author to 

show the effect of this variation.

37



Let

where

now le t

then

where

but

from (53) and (54)

or

P(s) - P 1 (s) -kP2 (s)

P(sn) * 0 (a root of order n)

k-*k + Ak

P'(s) ■ P 1 (s)-(k+Ak)P2 (s)

P'(si) - 0

P'(s) - P(s) - AkP2 (s)

P(s^)-Ak^ (8%) - 0

AkP2(s^)
P(Si)
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(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

multiplying both sides of (55) by (s^-s0)n :

AkP2(8i)(si-s0)n & 
<ei-e»)    ‘ F(s1) (56)

if we define A0  as

A lim (Sl-s0) 
° sl - * so -------

n

P(s1) (57)

we see that AQ is the coefficient of the leading term of the Laurent 

expansion of 1/P(S]L) about ■ s0.
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For s.2»s l o

(sr 8 o>n----------- A0  and P2 (s1 )*VP2 (s0)

using these approximations we obtain

F(si)<% + AkP2(s0)A0

(sV so) - [AkP2(s0)A0] 1/n (5g

The n roots of this expression evaluate the approximate root movement 

for an n-th order root when the NIC gain, k, changes by some small 

amount, Ak« It shows that an n-th order root decomposes into n first 

order roots moving radially outward from the location of the 

original n-th order root.

Examining (58) we see that for n * 2 (a second order pole) 

if k changes by some small amount the second order pole breaks up 

into two first order poles that move in opposite directions. With 

this idea in mind, an investigation was made to see if we could 

synthesize two poles close together as an approximation of a double 

order pole. It was thought that since the poles initially move in 

opposite directions the effect on the network function might be less 

than in the cascaded case where the poles would most likely move in 

the same direction. If we examine the case where we have two poles 

whose real parts are equal and much less than their imaginary parts, 

i.e., two high-"Q" poles, it is possible to derive the sensitivity 

of these two poles. Simplifying an expression obtained by Sipress^,
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the author has been able to show that if the two poles are pj and p% 

where

pj - (Tj + juj Pk " + jwk

and
j ^ wk

and if
WjSXT , tJkX>(r

we can express the optimum sensitivity of Pj and pk approximately as

skj lk I min

where w

-S^kl k I min (59)

The pole locations are shown in Fig. 15.

Equation (59) shows that initially the poles move parallel 

to the ju axis. From (47) we see that for a single high-"Q" pole 

the initial movement is parallel to the real axis.

A >
Pk % --- jwk

I ■ j^o 
Pj X  jwj

Fig. 15 Two High-,,QU Poles
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Comparison of (47) and (59) indicate that in single stage 

synthesis, the sensitivity is considerably larger. To illustrate the 

difference in sensitivities consider two poles located in a maximally 

flat bandpass configuration. Choosing the center frequency as 1000 

rps and the "Q" as 20, our pole configuration is as shown in Fig. 16.

1017

1000

983

Fig. 16 Maximally Flat Bandpass Function u0 * 1000 rps Q ■ 20

If we realize the function illustrated in Fig. 16 by means 

of two single order poles in cascade, the sensitivity with respect to 

NIC gain will be approximately 1000. If we realize the same 

configuration by means of a single stage, from (59), the sensitivity 

is approximately jl.13 x 10^. In other words, the sensitivity for 

this particular case is two orders of magnitude higher for the single 

stage realization. This indicates that, from sensitivity considera

tions, cascade synthesis is still the best technique to apply with the 

possible exception of the modified Yanagisawa and Linvill techniques 

discussed in Chapter 6 . Further work will have to be done on the 

sensitivities of the double order poles and zeros produced on the
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negative real axis before these two techniques can be said to be 

feasibleo

A concept introduced in Chapter 3 that should be discussed 

further is that of infinite sensitivity0 As has been mentioned,

has proven that non-simple roots possess infinite sensitivity0- 

This idea has not been defined previously and no explanation has been 

given of its importance« Therefore, at this point, we will attempt 

to clarify the concept of infinite sensitivity0 At first one might 

think that an infinite sensitivity means that the non-simple poles or 

zeros will move an infinite amount for a small change in network 

element value0 This is not the case however. Remembering that 

sensitivity has been defined on an infinitesimal basis, it cannot 

accurately predict finite pole or zero movement. In the single stage 

synthesis of a multiple order pole or zero (58) shows that for a small 

change in network element value, the n-th order pole or zero decomposes 

into n first order poles or zeros moving radially outward from the 

location of the original n-th order pole or zero. In other words, for 

a infinitesimal change in the value of a network element, the n-th 

order pole or zero ceases to exist. If the n first order poles or 

zeros remain fairly close together, there may not be any noticeable 

change in system response but the mathematics of the'situation merely 

states that the n-th order pole or zero no longer exists* In cascade 

synthesis, a similar problem exists even though the multiple order 

poles or zeros of the system do not necessarily move in the radial 

fashion of the previous case* For a small change in a network element 

value, the poles will separate again causing the n-th order pole to
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disappear. Seen in this light, we may say that multiple order poles 

or zeros possess infinite sensitivity since a finite sensitivity for 

such poles would imply that we could achieve an infinitely accurate 

realization using components of finite accuracy.

Although infinite sensitivity results from multiple order 

poles or zeros regardless of whether they are obtained from a single 

stage or multiple stage (cascade) synthesis, there is an important 

practical difference between these two techniques. In cascade 

synthesis, the sensitivity of each pole is independent of the pole 

introduced by the other stages by virtue of the isolating amplifiers 

between stages. This is not true for single stage synthesis. In 

single stage synthesis the sensitivity is a function of the separation 

of the poles, and as the poles converge to form a multiple order pole, 

the sensitivity of each pole increases approaching infinity in the 

limit. In the cascade ease, the sensitivity of each pole is 

independent of the location of the other poles, A ramification of 

this result is that in the single stage case it becomes more and more 

difficult to approximate a multiple order pole or zero as the individual 

poles or zeros are brought together, while in cascade synthesis, the 

sensitivity of the individual poles remains the same as we attempt to 

unite all the poles to form a multiple order pole. In either case, 

however, the multiple order pole or zero has infinite sensitivity.

The present definitions of sensitivity do not supply any 

information about what happens to the sensitivity figure as the poles 

or zeros move apart, Mikulski^ has proposed a second order type of 

sensitivity figure which would supply additional information. The
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second order definition, while being useful, is difficult to evaluate. 

Perhaps what is needed is a definition of sensitivity based strictly 

on finite changes. After all, it is finite and not infinitesimal 

changes that are of interest from a practical standpoint.

In summary, an equation has been derived predicting the 

effect of the change in NIC gain on a multiple order root. It shows 

that an n-th order roots decomposes into n first order roots moving 

radially outward from the original location of the n-th order root.

An expression was also presented that evaluated the minimum 

sensitivity possible for the synthesis of two first high-"Q" poles 

in a single stage. It was discovered that the sensitivity is 

considerably greater for this method of synthesis as opposed to 

cascade synthesis of the two poles. Finally, a discussion of 

infinite sensitivity was given and the ramifications of this 

sensitivity used to point out a weakness in the existing sensitivity 

definitions. It is believed that this is the first time an analytical 

discussion of infinite sensitivity has been presented and it is hoped 

that the preceding pages help to reduce that amount of confusion about 

this concept.



Chapter 8 

CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding chapters we have discussed various aspects of 

network sensitivity and its application to active RC synthesis. A 

graphical means of evaluating pole-zero sensitivity was presented along 

with two numerical techniques. It was shown that multiple order poles 

and zeros always have an infinite sensitivity independent of the method 

of realization.

In the area of active RC synthesis, we have verified that 

synthesis of functions of greater than second order should be 

synthesized by means of cascade sections separated by means of 

isolating amplifiers.

In an effort to realize higher order functions without the use 

of isolating amplifiers and eliminate the effect of changes in NIC 

gain, the modified Yanagisawa realization was investigated. In 

addition, a modified Linvill realization was developed and investigated. 

It was discovered that both of these techniques produce double order 

poles and zeros on the negative real axis. The resultant infinite 

sensitivities prohibits the use of Huelsman’s method of linear 

perturbations for evaluating the resultant sensitivities of the roots 

not located on the negative real axis.

It is apparent that the existing definitions of sensitivity 

leave much to be desired. The idea of an infinite sensitivity is

45
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somewhat misleading as well as unpalatable„ A sensitivity definition 

based on finite instead of infinitesimal changes in network element 

values or a definition that includes information about the second 

derivative would supply a more realistic sensitivity figure.

Two suggestions for further work in network sensitivity are: 

(1) the formulation of a more practical sensitivity figure, as 

mentioned in the previous paragraph; (2) detailed investigation of 

the sensitivities of the modified Yanagisawa and modified Linvill 

realisation techniques.

Perhaps the most important point of this thesis is the 

value of network sensitivity in making practical use of modern 

synthesis techniques. Without consideration of sensitivity, it is 

impossible to fairly evaluate the worth of any synthesis procedure.
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Derivation of (9): Euler's theorem states; If u is

homogeneous and has continuous first partial derivatives, then

dx dy 9z (60)

where
u ■ f(x, y, z)

and
f(Xx, Ay, Az) ■ An f(x, y, z) (61)

(Equation (61) is the definition of homogeneity)
i

T(s) A p i s
Zb.sJ 
j J

Since T(s) is a homogeneous function of at and tj, by Euler's theorem.

31 d«l + a4 a2 a4 an " T (62)

multiplying both sides of (62) by ^

al dT ^ *a2 9T ^ an .
r  + r  t  ai; m 1

Z J j n T .  _ z ST
i dlna± ± a±

Also,
bj( E j) - ‘j

-(faisi)bjsj

^  bj (jbjS^)2
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then,

hi —i— + b9 — + ... + brn —7—  - ' ' fo " -T

(63)

(Zaisi)(Zb,sJ) 
T T T i J

'1 - q  + b2 - b i + ••• + bm X - (ZbjSj)2

Therefore,

Summarizing:

lS«l- -fbj - 1
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Derivation of (15) and (16)

K0* (s-zi)Let
T(s)

*(s-p.) 
j j

then

In T(s) * In Kq + | ln(s-zi) In(s-pj)

— <•> ■ ^  » f E S  ' 5  S i r

dK^ dz
d In T(s) - — —  - 2    +ZKo 1 <s*zi) j (s-Pj)

dividing both sides of (65) by d(In k)
dzi / dPj

d In T(s) e d ln Ko d In k _ d In k
d In k d In k £ s-z^ j s-pj

but
dz.

d In k &
A

) d In k

and
d In T A t
d In k " k

Therefore, substituting (6 6 a) and (6 6 b) into (65)

T K Sk1 SkJsk - Sv o -i -----  + 2i s-zi j s-pj

(64)

(65)

(6 6 a)

(6 6 b)

(67)
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Then

and

from (67)

Sk 1 ■ *(s*zi) Sk L - Zl " -Resldue skjs.Zl

S^J - (s-Pj) S^|s„pj - Residue s][ js-pj
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Sensitivity computations using HueIsman1s method of linear 

perturbations^ proceed as follows. To compute the real part of the 

sensitivity of the poles near the jw axis in the realization of (40) 

we proceed as follows:

Multiplying numerator and denominator of (40) by 

(^j) (s + r ~ ~ 2 ) (s + ^ ~ )  and expanding the resulting terms we

obtain:

N R1C3 (S + R2C2 )

D s3 + s2(RlCl + r2 C2 + R3 C3 * R 1C3 “ R2 C3 )

+ s (----    +     -f     +     -  1-)
Rl̂ 1r 3̂ 3 RgCgR^Cg Rl^1r 2̂ 2 RT^2R3̂ 3 RT^1R2̂ 3

(R1c 1R2c 2R3C3) (68)

The denominator of (6 8 ) has one negative real root and a pair of 

complex conjugate roots. We can, therefore, factor (6 8 ) as

i3 + as2 + bs + c ■ (s + CL) (s2 + f)s + y) (69)

where a, b, and c represent the various coefficients in the denominator 

of (6 8 ).

The nominal values of CK, p, and y, i.e., the values when all 

circuit components are their nominal values, are 0( ■ 1 , £ ■ ̂  and



Y ■ 1. If we now assume that a, b, and c change by some small amount, 

Aa, Ab, and Ac respectively, we may write (using matrix notation for 

conciseness) the resultant change in Q, f), and y as

A3 1 - 1 1 ™~ Aa

" 2-k
1 - 1 Ab

a y - 1 1 (1-5). Ac
(70)

To compute the A3, z!!̂, and Ay due to a small change in R^,

we write the "a" coefficient of (69) in terms of considering all

other variables to be their nominal value.
2For example, a ■ r  ̂ -1 ; if R^ now changes by AR% where

A R i «  R1:

. „ 26RiAa
Ri2

similarly
Ab

Rl2

and
Ac

Ri2

Making use of the relations in (70)



Similar relations can be derived for the other circuit variables. Now 

that we have the relationships between changes in circuit components 

to changes in 0Lt f3, and y, we can compute the sensitivities. The 

location of the complex conjugate poles of (69) is given by

P l  2 -  -P ± y p 2 - 4y
2 (72)

The real part of the pole positions is, therefore.

Re d i o ■ S.Pl,2

and

since

(73)

Re SP 1,2 . Re 3 P1.2 . 9Re Pl.2 3 g
d x  d P  "5x (74)

9 Re Pi o 1
— T  ■ • 2 from <73>

Re Spl,2 1 - 1  S 6x 2 Ax (75)

where x and Ax are the network component value and the change in that

value, respectively.

Using the results of (71b) and (75), we obtain

Re Spl,2 _ 1 
K 1 4

The other values in Table 2 are obtained in similar fashion.
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To evaluate Im from (72), we see

Im Sp l,2 . a i m  p l,2 ^ Im p1.2 ^
x 3 P d  x ^  Y

Evaluation of (76) was not attempted in this case since 

primary interest in sensitivity centered around stability, i.e., 

movement in the real direction.

(76)

our

pole
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Appendix D

Derivation of (46), the minimum sensitivity for NIC gain changes 

for a pair of complex conjugate poles realized as the difference of two 

polynomials.

Let the two poles be

Pj - (Tj + jWj and Fj . _ j

The denominator polynomial is then

D - (s-pjXs-Pj) - (s- (7j-jwj)(s- (Tj+ juy)

■ s^ - 2 <7"j s + u)j2 ) (7 7 )

The Horowitz decomposition for D is of the form

*os (78)

Expanding (78) and equating coefficients to (77), we obtain

2 rr-2 . 2

(s + <7"1 ) 2 - Bcs

^1 " +

and
B0  - 2 ^  + accTj2 + Uj2 ) 1 7 2

We now must derive another expression for pole sensitivity. Rewriting 

(58) with n ■ 1 (a first order pole):

S 1 - s0 - Ak P2(s0)A0 (79)
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letting s^- sQ * As

As
Ak p2 <so) Ao " sk° (80)

but

where

and

therefore.

P7  S -6.

P. .ds

P ( S „ )  -  0

wsk°
"5*6, (81)

Applying (81) to (77),

2 s - 2 (T, (82)

Then (81) becomes

Sk°
Bq s
D*

2 CTj + 2 ( (Tj 4-Wj^) ( (Tj+jcoj)

2 (CTj+ju)j)- 2 (7̂  (83)

simplifying (83), we obtain (46):

^k°|min m
(u>j2 + (Tj2)  ̂ + (Hj

iu (84)



Appendix E

Given:

Let

D(s)

N „ -N- . N/Q_ 
D A-B A/Q-B/Q

For Yanagisawa realization, place (8 6 ) in following form;

m .D N/Q + (D/Q-N/Q)

Network may be realized now as

where

and

rewriting (87) as

Ya - Ya* - N/Q 

Yb - Y'b - (D/Q-N/Q)

NIC

Fig. 17

D N/Q + M/Q 

if the network element values change, (90) becomes

N'
D 1

N B/Q
N'/Q' + M'/Q"

57

(85)

(86)

(87)

(88)
(89)

(90)

(91)
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Two different Q's namely Q* and QM are produced since, from 

(88) and (89), we see that the poles are realized by separate elements, 

Ya“Ya * in one case and Yy-Yy* in the other.

Multiplying numerator and denominator of (91)by Q*Q", we obtain

N'Q"
D* * N'Q" + M'Q* (92)

if the elements are the desired values Q 1 and Q" both become equal to Q.

Physically this means that zeros introduced by Q" in the 

numerator must cancel poles in the denominator (see Fig. 18).

However, now if we attempt to use the modified Yanagisawa 

(2 NIC) method, (91) becomes

BT_______  N'/Q'__________
D* " N ’/Q* + (2M7Q" - M'VQ") (93)

Rationalizing we obtain:

irvin i i iN'Q"Q
n »q ..q «»i + 2M'Q'Q'" - Bf'Q'Q" (94)

We now have, for the ideal case, produced double order poles and zeros 

(see Fig. 19).
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x
X

-e— -&

Fig. 18

X
X

X
X

Fig. 19
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